statistical jargon….An idea with this compendium is to have most of the statistical procedures used in the laboratory collected in one source and described in a standardized but not compressed format." What we can add is to report in our review that Dr. Kallner has largely succeeded in his goal of producing a convenient, usable resource about laboratory statistics.
In fact, this book would replace all of our searching for "How exactly is that statistic calculated?" Laboratory Statistics includes virtually every basic statistic a clinical scientist should need to comprehend in order to deal with most data sets, from exploring characteristics of the data to various simple linear regressions. While the handbook is not for the uninformed, the explanations are succinct and to the point. For nearly every statistic described, Dr. Kallner adds practical, realworld situations to illustrate how they are applied. If you have a reasonable grasp on the theory and methods of statistics already, this book will allow you to perform robust statistical analysis with a simple spreadsheet. A couple of things we are disappointed about is that the book didn't cover any multivariate analyses (two-way ANOVA, linear regression with interaction terms), but it covers all the twovariable statistics you would need no matter how non-Gaussian your data is. Also, while the book includes a number of useful figures, most of these figures are too small. As we reviewed them, we kept wishing we could "zoom in" on some of these, but of course we were holding the handbook, not reviewing it in electronic fashion.
Finally, there is a short "bonus" section at the end on metrology where the reader will find a list of definitions of terms about accuracy and other concepts relevant to the correct application of statistics. Dr. Kallner appropriately understands that users of laboratory statistics should also agree on our definitions of metrological concepts so we properly apply statistics in our work.
http://store.elsevier.com/Laboratory-Statistics/Anders-Kallner/isbn-9780124169715/
